A I R S C R E E N

Santiago with Closed Arch (S1 painted)
Hand roll-up operation standard (top) or optional rope-and-pull operation (bottom)

Side zippers provide easy access in and out

Introducing the simple garage door screen solution.

AirScreen features:

Amarr AirScreens turn your garage into a recreation room,

• Heavy-weight fiberglass construction

a party room or room addition. AirScreens are easily installed

• Industrial velcro attachments

in less than thirty minutes without the use of power tools, and

• Side zippers for easy access in and out of the garage

they don’t interfere with the operation of your garage door.

• Hand roll-up operation provided

Visit your local Amarr Garage Door dealer for more AirScreen

• Optional: Venetian blind-style rope-and-pull operation

information. Start enjoying a new room addition today.

• Custom sizes available

Consumer Warning: The AirScreen has been engineered to keep insects, pests, and trash out
while letting in fresh air and sunlight. It is not designed to be a security wall and will not
prevent children, adults, or aggressive animals from getting in or out.

FAQs
How is the AirScreen mounted? Amarr AirScreens mount 2" in
front of the door to the header and the doorjambs on which the
garage door is mounted.
Can the garage door be closed with the AirScreen in place?
Yes. When installed properly the AirScreen does not interfere with
the opening and closing of the door.

Can the AirScreen be left up full time? Yes. The AirScreen is
designed to be left up throughout the warmer seasons. The velcro
attachments make the AirScreen easy to install at the start of the
season and easy to remove for storage during the winter months.
How long does it take to install the AirScreen? Approximately
30 minutes is required to install the AirScreen for the first time.
Once installed it only takes minutes to put up or take down.

Can you leave the AirScreen installed and drive a car in and
out of the garage? Yes. By using the double zippers you can roll
the screen up and lock it in place.
Can you buy the AirScreen taller than eight feet? Yes. Custom
AirScreens can be made up to 12' high - or higher. For screens
higher than 8' there will be a horizontal seam approximately 8'
down from the top of the screen.

